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This report shows the main ways in which Coca-Cola communicates and its strategy. 
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Coca-Cola ads 

 

Advertisers today know the importance of colour and its effect on influencing the mind. 

In 1964, colour was new to television, but companies like Coca-Cola began to take 

notice of this simple, yet exciting feature. Coca-Cola produced a reel of experimental 

film that depicted Coca-Cola in bottles, glasses and cans in a variety of settings and 

lighting arrangements. Coke's bright red label has since helped establish the brand and 

is one of its greatest trademarks. 

 

The First Ad 

 

The first television ad created for the Coca-Cola Company was produced in conjunction 

with a television special featuring Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy on 

Thanksgiving Day 1950. The sponsorship of this program and its advertising were both 

by the D'Arcy Agency of St. Louis. At the time of the ad, commercials were relatively 

new and experimental. Little did anyone know then, but that day D'Arcy and Coke 

began a 50-year advertising relationship. 

 

Corporate Communication 

 

 Getting shelves: They gets or purchase shelves in big departmental stores and 

display their products in that shelves in that style which show their product more 

clear and more attractive for the consumers. 

 

 Eye Catching Position: Salesman of the coca cola company positions their 

freezers and their products in eye-catching positions. Normally they keep their 

freezers near the entrance of the stores. 
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 Sale Promotion: Company also do sponsorships with different college and 

school’s cafes and sponsors their sports events and other extra curriculum 

activities for getting market share. 

 

 UTC Scheme: UTC mean under the crown scheme, coca cola often do this type 

of scheme and they offer very handy prizes in it. Like once they offer bicycles, 

caps, TV sets, cash prizes etc. This scheme is very much popular among 

children. 

 

 

Distribution Channels 

 

Coca Cola Company makes two types of selling: Direct selling and Indirect selling: 

 

 Direct Selling: In direct selling they supply their products in shops by using their 

own transports. They have almost 450 vehicles to supply their bottles. In this 

type of selling company have more profit margin. 

 

 Indirect Selling: They have their whole sellers and agencies to cover all area. 

Because it is very difficult for them to cover all area of Pakistan by their own so 

they have so many whole sellers and agencies to assure their customers for 

availability of coca cola products. 
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